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par
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Resume

La première phase de la construction du TASCC (Tandem - Cyclotron
supraconducteur) s'achève à Chalk River. On décrit les installations de cet
accélérateur ainsi que les principaux composants de l'équipement expérimental
qui seront disponibles: le spectromètre magnétique Q3D, le séparateur
d'isotopes en direct, le spectromètre à rayons gamma de 8ir et les systèmes
détecteurs de particules multiples. Les recherches permises par l'accélérateur
TASCC concerneront particulièrement les noyaux aux extrêmes - extremes de
densité, la temperature, le spin accéléré, la haute excitation et les
compositions nucléoniques exotiques. Les principaux programmes expérimentaux
sont indiqués dans les grandes lignes sous trois rubriques: phénomènes de
réaction des ions lourds aux énergies transitionnelles; états nucléaires à
haute excitation et à moment angulaire; et noyaux exotiques.
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Abstract

The Tandem Superconducting Cyclotron (TASCC) Project at Chalk River is
nearing completion of Phase I construction. The accelerator facilities are
described as are the major pieces of experimental equipment that will be avail-
able: the Q3D magnetic spectrometer, the on-line isotope separator, the 8ir
Y-ray spectrometer, and the multiparticle detector systems. Research at TASCC
will focus on the study of nuclei at extremes - extremes of density, temper-
ature, high spin, high excitation and exotic nucleonic composition. The
principal experimental programs are outlined under three headings: heavy ion
reaction phenomena at transitional energies; nuclear states at high excitation
and angular momentum; and exotic nuclei.
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TASCC - The Next Five Years

I. THE FACILITY

The Tandem Superconducting Cyclotron (TASCC) Project at Chalk River is
nearing completion of Phase I construction. This summer the tandem, in its new
configuration, will again produce heavy-ion beams. These beams - enroute to
the cyclotron - will immediately serve to commission some 50 meters of
beam-transport line, including 6 dipole magnets, 25 quadrupoles and numerous
vacuum and diagnostic devices, all computer controlled. We schedule injection
of beam into the cyclotron in October, and expect first extracted beam for
experiments at an "interim target location" early in 1985. Even before then,
however, we shall have beam from the tandem on target via another 12 meter
section of beam line that bypasses the cyclotron. First equipment tests with
low-energy beams are indeed imminent, and experiments at full TASCC energies
will certainly begin within a year.

That is not to say that the laboratory will be complete in such a short
time scale, however. The "interim target location" is just that, with diverse
pieces of experimental equipment strung end-to-end to offer as broad a scope as
possible - as soon as possible - for utilizing the new beams when they appear.
It will be far from ideal and would be quite untenable as a long-term solution,
since the size and complexity of equipment would be forever limited by
congestion alone. Consequently we are now seeking funds from Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited to begin work on Phase II, which would see the beam from TASCC
(or the tandem alone) delivered to any one of 11 locations throughout the
existing target rooms. If we are successful, beam could be available at all
these locations in about 3 years.

We are thus at the threshold of a truly exciting time. Soon we shall have
heavy-ion beams available at energies up to 800 MeV for oxygen and 2.4 GeV for
uranium, to choose but two examples. Although TASCC will not be the first in
this energy range, it will join a very select group of laboratories worldwide
with versatile capabilities at these transitional energies. Enough has already
been accomplished at GSI (Darmstadt, West Germany) and Michigan State
University to indicate the richness of the field, yet almost everything still
remains to be done.

II EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

With increased beam energy comes increased complexity in the associated
experimental equipment, so much so that any discussion of the physics goals of
TASCC - particularly in the short term of 5 years - must hinge upon the
experimental equipment currently or soon to be available there. In the
following, such major equipment is described in order of its date of
acquisition or expected completion:

a) The Q3D magnetic spectrometer, a high resolution (E/AE " 5000), high
dispersion (12800-Ap/p mm), large solid angle (15 msr), broad range

(Emax/Emin = 1.5) spectrometer, which at maximum field of 1.6 Tesla can
accommodate ions with a mass-energy product of AE/q = 148 MeV-amu, where A is
the atomic mass, E the energy and q the charge. The instrument has been
successfully operational for 10 years.
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b) The on-line isotope separator, a very high resolution (M/AM > 7000,
unequalled by any other on-line separator), high dispersion

(2250-AM/M ma), high current (20 mA) instrument capable of analyzing isotopes
with masses between 1 and 300. It has been operational since 1979 with a
FEBIAD ion source, reaching efficiencies of tens of percent for certain
elements, and in all cases with cross-contamination of less than one part in
10 . In 1982, just before the tandem shut down for TASCC modification a new
He-jet ion source was successfully tested; it is this source alone that will be
connected to the interim target location, the FEBIAD being required to await
Phase II completion. Currently, it is planned by physicists from the
University of Manitoba, in collaboration with CRNL staff, to build a mass
spectrometer on one arm of the separator.

c) The 8ir Y~ray spectrometer, a new device to be jointly funded as a
national facility by NSERC (through scientists at the Université de

Montréal and McMaster University) and AECL (official approval pending). It
comprises two subsystems: i) a spin spectrometer of 72 bismuth german.ate (BGO)
scintillation detectors, and ii) an array of 20 Compton suppressed hyperpure
(HP) Ge detectors. It is scheduled to be operational in 1986 at one of the
Phase II target locations.

d) Multiparticle detector systems, comprising both gas and solid state
detectors suitable for exclusive measurements of reaction products.

Such detectors are currently being built and studied in small scale and will be
operated in a recently completed 1.75 m diameter scattering chamber located at
the interim target location. It is hoped that a more extensive array housed in
a larger chamber will be funded for use with Phase II.

Ill PHYSICS

Broadly speaking, research with TASCC will focus on the study of nuclei at
extremes. These extremes range from high density and temperature to high spin,
high excitation and exotic nucleonic composition. In fact at TASCC energies it
should be possible to push all these properties to the furthest limits possible
while still retaining the integrity of the nucleus. It is important to realize
that we are faced here with genuine frontiers of knowledge as valid as those
represented by the relentless advance to higher and higher energy. What is
more, it is likely that their exploration will yield the greatest reward in
knowledge of the physics of nuclei, if not of their underlying constituents.

In describing the starting point for TASCC research, it is convenient to
separate the field into three distinct areas: reaction phenomena, nuclear
states at high excitation and angular momentum, and exotic nuclei. The first
is concerned with the dynamic interactions between nuclei at transition
energies, and depends for its success on the Q3D spectrometer and multiparticle
detector systems. The second and third use high-energy heavy-ion beams as a
unique tool to produce nuclei in specific states suitable for study with the 8ir
spectrometer or the on-line isotope separator.
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1. Eeavy-Ion Reaction Phenomena at Transitional Energies

1.1 Thresholds in nuclear matter

Nuclear matter, as available in our environment and as probed with light
projectiles and low-energy heavy ions, is generally in the form of atomic
nuclei: cool systems of a few hundred nucléons or less, near equilibrium and
approximately constant in density and in proton-to-neutron ratio. Disturbances
to this matter equilibrate relatively quickly under the influence of a mean
field. Recently, nuclear matter has also been studied at much higher energies
(E > 200 MeV/A) by means of relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Here, the
resulting systems are characterized not by a mean field but by individual
nucleon-nucleon interactions among the particles that constitute the projectile
and target. The energy range in which the change from mean-field to
nucleon-nucleon behaviour occurs is largely unexplored, and the examination of
this transition is an example of the exciting work that can be done in
heavy-ion reaction studies with TASCC.

The velocity of "sound" in nuclear matter corresponds to about
15 MeV/A and the Fermi energy of nucléons in a nucleus lies at about 30 MeV/A.
Exceeding the former value permits the creation of density and temperature
variations; exceeding the latter triggers a substantial change in the number of
available nuclear states, with profound implications for the subsequent opacity
of the nucleus to nucléons. One can therefore see that this range of energies
should be very rich in new phenomena, and that entire dimensions of nuclear
behaviour, such as those displayed by temperature and density variations, will
be revealed. Other nuclear degrees of freedom, such as angular momentum and
proton-neutron asymmetry, can now be investigated as a function of these new
variables.

1.2 Mean free path and temperature

The transparency of nuclei to incident nucléons varies as a
function of nuclear temperature and of incident nucléon energy. This forms
the basis for many new phenomena observed or predicted between 10 and
200 MeV/A, such as hot spots and preequilibrium emission, explosive events,
projectile fragmentation, particle jets, incomplete momentum transfer and
density variations. These phenomena, which critically depend on the
"sound" velocity in nuclear matter and Fermi energy, may eventually suggest
an equation of state for nuclear matter.

If nucléons were not fermions, that is, if Pauli blocking did not
exclude scattering to final states already occupied, nuclei would be
opaque, and the mean free path of incident nucléons in nuclear matter would
be the classical high energy limit of about 2 fm. The occupation prob-
ability of a given nucléon momentum state is

(e-e )/T

P(p) = [1+e f ] '
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where £ = p /2m is the nucléon energy and £f the Fermi energy. Because of
Pauli blocking, the number of momentum states otherwise available to the
scattered projectile and target nucléons is reduced by P(p), lessening
the opportunities for interaction and thereby increasing the mean free path.
The relative inaccessability of states below the Fermi momentum accounts for
the established transparency of nuclei at low temperature and incident
energies. For higher temperatures, however, one observes an increased
availability of final momentum states, which leads to a higher collision rate
and a shorter mean free path. For beam energies near the nuclear Fermi energy,
the mean free paths are an order of magnitude shorter at a 10 MeV temperature
than at low (0-2 MeV) temperature.

When these arguments are generalized to include heavy projectiles rather
than just single nucléons, it is possible for the sharp temperature dependence
of the nuclear transparency and the limitations of the nuclear sound velocity
to conspire in a self-amplifying way to give local regions of very high
excitation. In low-energy heavy-ion reactions the temperature, T = /8E*/A
(E /A is excitation energy per participating nucléon), is typically below 3
MeV, since the excitation energy is shared among all the nucléons. The
incident group of nucléons moves slowly compared with the velocity of sound in
nuclear matter, so that no projectile nucléon encounters a local buildup of
high temperature deposited by a preceding nucléon of the same projectile. If,
on the other hand, the projectile energy exceeds the Coulomb barrier by 15
MeV/A or more, the local excitation induced by leading projectile nucléons has
no opportunity to dissipate before the arrival of subsequent nucléons. The
local temperature, being high, causes the region to become more opaque to
incident nucléons, which raises the temperature further. The positive feedback
process continues until the remaining nucléons of the projectile have deposited
their energy in this portion of the target. Similarly, the accumulation of
projectile nucléons stopped in the interaction region would not be expected to
dissipate on a time scale faster than additional nucléons arrive, leading to
nonequilibrium density effects. Local effects arise repeatedly in discussions
of transitional-energy reaction phenomena.

1.3 Phenomena

Some intriguing areas for possible investigation are:

Nuclear transparency - The nucleon-nucleon reaction cross section displays
a distinct minimum at a * 300 MeV incident energy. A similiar minimum, or
transparency, has been predicted for heavy-ion reaction cross sections
basad on the assumed dominance of nucleon-nucleon interactions at higher
energies. The sharpest changes in the cross sections should occur in the
TASCC range of energies.
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Fragmentation - The major unresolved issue in heavy-ion fragmentation
studies is whether the breakup occurs while the projectile and target
potentials overlap, or whether the reaction partners are merely excited
during that time, with sequential decay occurring after the two separate.

Hot spots - Localized sources of high temperature moving at about half the
projectile velocity have been suggested in order to explain observed
light-ion spectra. The existence of such "hot spots" could be confirmed
with coincidence experiments and would establish the validity of the
localization mechanism discussed above.

Jets - The superposition of the intrinsic nucléon Fermi motion on the
relative velocity of the projectile and target could lead to the escape of
nucléons from the potential well of the composite system, either directly
or after a nucleon-nucleon collision. Correlated nucléon emission of this
type would be called a "jet" and has not yet been observed at TASCC
energies.

Hissing momentum - The momentum transferred from projectile to target has
been observed to saturate as beam energies are progressively increased.
The degree and speed of communication between various parts of the
projectile and target are at issue here. The emergence of local nucleon-
nucleon collisions and the suppression of mean-field behaviour with
increasing energy could be explored in experiments that observe the fate
of the "missing" momentum in coincidence experiments that include all
ejected fragments.

Entropy - The ratio of the abundance of single nucléons relative to
composite particles emitted in a central heavy-ion collision may indicate
the entropy produced in the reaction. Searches for a liquid-vapor phase
transition and efforts to establish an equation of state for nuclear
matter will require extensive measurements of such ratios, both in the
TASCC energy range and above.

Explosions - The total disintegration of a nuclear composite system is
possible at transitional energies and has been observed photographically.
Such an explosion may be the most spectacular manifestation of the
localization effects discussed previously. If the entire center-of-mass
energy is deposited as thermal energy in the composite system, total
disintegration is certainly energetically possible. The question is how
this excitation is propagated through the entire system, before it is lost
by fast emission of energetic particles.

Pions - The free nucléon threshold for pion production is at a center-of-
mass energy of 135 MeV. In heavy-don collisions, folding in the intrinsic
Fermi energies of the nucléons involved might lower this threshold to
laboratory energies as low as 50 MeV/A. Recent studies, however, have
shown evidence for pion production at still lower energies, which would
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require a "coherent" effect where many nucléons contribute their energy to
the creation of the pion. Only a few subthreshold pion production
experiments have been carried out, none with coincident investigation of
the residual nuclear system.

Even from this brief and incomplete listing of topics, one can clearly see
that heavy-ion reaction studies present an area in which TASCC will give direct
access to new physical phenomena.

2. Nuclear states at high excitation and angular momentum

Although a wealth of detail on the nucleus has been accumulated in the
past 50 years, most of the information is restricted to systems in very low
states of excitation and angular momentum. Heavy-ion collisions initiated by
TASCC beams will lead to highly excited states with a preponderance at high
angular momentum, and constitute the best method of preparing nuclei with high
angular momentum. The nuclear decay following such reactions generally
involves deexcitation through a long cascade of coincident Y-rays (as many as
30 or 40). Since gamma-ray spectroscopy is the most important experimental
method for determination of angular momentum and its alignment to critical
nuclear axes, it has played a preeminent role in developing our understanding
of nuclear structure and nucleus-nucleus collisions at high angular momentum.
Gamma-ray spectroscopy also affords one of the best methods for examining
nuclear level schemes in detail and can tell us a good deal about the
properties of each individual state such as: its total angular momentum, its
magnetic moment, its lifetime and its modes of decay. From these basic
properties one can attempt to deduce the structure of the state, i.e. the shape
of the nucleus, what nucléons are taking part in the particular mode of
excitation either individually or collectively, and in detail how the total
angular momentum is composed. Many of these properties change abruptly with
excitation. All this information can be confronted with theory, leading on the
one hand to improvements in our understanding, and on the other to pointers of
where to look to obtain further improvement.

The 8TT spectrometer is primarily intended to measure gamma radiation
emitted in the decay of nuclei at the high excitation and angular momentum
reached in heavy ion reactions. It will provide exclusive measurements of
(i) the spin, (ii) the spin orientation and (iii) the total energy of the entry
state, and at the same time will allow (iv) high resolution spectroscopy with
(v) low Compton background and (vi) strong enhancement of high-multiplicity
cascades. The device will attack present day instrumental limitations from
several points of view and will be suited to a wide range of spectroscopic
studies, not all of which are mentioned here.

Although nuclei with a mass around 150 can support an angular momentum of
up to " 60 h without fissioning, the study of detailed level schemes is
presently limited to about spin 30 h. Above this region existing techniques
fail because they have insufficient sensitivity to resolve and detect above
background the very weak transitions emitted by individual nuclear states. To
carry out further research with existing techniques it has become increasingly
necessary to study the apparently continuous radiation composed of many weak
overlapping transitions. The distinction between discrete and continuous is
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purely one of instrumental performance, and with the 8ir spectrometer we expect
to extend the domain of discrete line spectroscopy well into what is presently
called the continuum region.

TASCC and the 8ir spectrometer make a powerful combination. The heavy-ion
beams from TASCC will provide a versatile means of producing nuclei at high
spin while the BGO core of the spectrometer will permit a single reaction
channel, as well as the highest initial spins in that channel, to be selected
for study in the Compton suppressed array. A relatively small region of
excitation energy and spin in the entry domain can also be specified, thereby
substantially reducing the nuwber of subsequent competing decay paths. Because
the Compton suppressed array is so powerful the spectra will be of very high
quality and will be accumulated at unprecedented rates. The 3-fold coincidence
data, particularly, will result in a radically improved sensitivity. With
these virtues we expect to extend the study of detailed level schemes well
beyond the present limits.

The spectrometer will also be extremely well suited to the spectroscopy of
continuous radiation, which can be studied either directly or by newly
discovered techniques involving Ey-Ey correlation maps, i.e., three-
dimensional relief maps of coincident counts versus the energies E-yl and
Ey£. Such maps show the correlations of continuous radiation characteristic
of the underlying nuclear structure. With high efficiency for triple
coincidences, it will be possible to apply a discrete-line gating condition on
Ey-Ey correlation maps, thus specifying the final nucleus. With the
information from the BGO core we can impose conditions of Y-ray sum energy and
multiplicity that are directly related to the entry energy and spin. By
subtraction of Y-ray spectra or Ey-Ey maps arising from adjacent areas of
the excitation energy-spin domainj it will be possible to study the Y radiation
emitted from well-defined regions. These features will permit the
investigation of such phenomena as for example (i) effective moments of inertia
as a function of rotational frequency, (ii) critical rotational frequencies at
which sharp excitations occur, (iii) the angular momentum carried by particle
excitations aligned to the rotation axis, and (iv) the possible onset of super-
large deformations in near-fissioning systems.

In both discrete and continuous Y radiation studies, the nuclear alignment
produced in reactions has many applications. The measurement of angular
correlations is crucial for establishing spin sequences and multipole mixing.
The influence of hyperfine interactions on alignment is central to the
determination of nuclear moments. With the fully instrumented BGO core, the
nuclear spin orientation can be extracted for each event by an examination of
the hit pattern of Y rays. It is then possible to measure angular correlations
with respect to the nuclear spin vector. These are much stronger than those
measured about the beam axis, and lead, to larger effects.

The accuracy of recoil distance techniques for measuring lifetimes has
been severely limited by uncertainties in feeding times through unobserved
paths to the level of interest. With the 8it spectrometer this problem can be
resolved by Y~Y coincidence techniques, in which gates are set on transitions
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higher than the one of interest. This method has not been widely applied
because uo existing system can acquire sufficient Y~Y events in a reasonable
time interval, namely a few hours per setting of the recoil flight distance. A
similar argument applies to magnetic moment measurements of shortlived levels
which to date have been determined by observing accumulated precessions through
several levels in a cascade. Therefore it has been very difficult and
generally impossible to extract individual values. With the high rate of
acquiring Y-Y coincidences in the 8it spectrometer it will be possible to
measure precessions of individual states through effects on y-Y correlations.

A unique feature of the instrument is the large free inner volume, which
will permit studies with particle detectors. The ability of the 8TT
spectrometer to identify the decay mode while establishing the spin and
excitation energy of the residue would probe the limits of nuclear cohesion
under extreme conditions. Coincident measurement of light-ion angular
distributions is made feasible by the spherical design which allows placement
of particle detectors within the core at any angle, in or out of the reaction
plane. The spin and possibly the shape of the excited system prior to particle
emission may then be reconstructed, leading to substantial improvements in the
statistical model of nuclei.

When two heavy nuclei interact in an extremely inelastic collision, much
of the entrance channel angular momentum is transferred to a rotation of the
intermediate dinuclear system before the system separates into a target-like
and a projectile-like fragment. An understanding of the interaction between
the two nuclei therefore hinges upon measurement of the spin transfer as
determined from the spins of the final fragments. Both the amount of angular
momentum transfer and the degree of spin alignment in the exit channel vary
with the inelasticity of the reaction. The 8ir spectrometer is superbly suited
to measurement of the fragment spins and identification of the residues by
characteristic gamma rays. Equally importantly, the amount of internal space
for heavy-ion counters permits simultaneous detection of the heavy fragments in
order to establish the reaction plane and the degree of inelasticity.

As with any burgeoning area of science it is only possible in a most
general way to predict where the most interesting physics with TASCC will be in
five years time. What can be said with certainty is that the versatility of
the accelerator facility will be well matched by the 8n spectrometer, which has
enormous power for virtually any kind of Y-ray spectroscopy. In combination
they should lead to significant advances in the understanding of nuclei at high
excitation and angular momentum.
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3. Exotic nuclei

In nature, there are 263 stable isotopes with a handful of long-lived
radioactive ones and their daughters. A glance at the nuclear chart indicates
that these isotopes lie in a narrow almost-linear band, with very little
variation in proton-to-neutron ratios throughout. Since, in the most general
sense, the physics of a nucleus depends on the interactive forces between its
components, it would be difficult for the physicist to reach any real
understanding without the ability to observe the variation of nuclear
properties as a function of important changes in the proton or neutron numbers,
one independently of the other.

Such flexibility has, in some measure, been achieved already. The 1977
chart of the nuclides includes 1800 entries, and the current version (1981) has
2200, each representing an individual isotope about which at least one property
has been measured. As impressive as these numbers are, it must be remembered,
however, that only a small fraction of the known isotopes can be considered
well known and these pale to insignificance when compared to the more than 7000
isotopes that are predicted could exist for an observable period of time.
Nevertheless much has already been achieved, with major contributions to the
more-than-20% growth in the past 7 years being from heavy-ion beams, or on-line
isotope separators or both. Indeed, as we explore farther from the valley of
3-stability, heavy-ion beams soon become the only viable means of production.
TASCC is ideally suited to this role, it being capable of accelerating any
stable isotope over a range of energies matched to the maximum production cross
sections with any chosen target. The on-line isotope separator is equally well
suited, its design being general enough to accept ion sources with slit or
circular geometry as well as the heavy gas load and high beam currents
associated with He-jet coupling - all this at unequalled resolution and beam
purity.

With the ideal tools for embarking on the study of exotic nuclei, a field
already rich and exciting to nuclear physicists, it hardly needs to be said
that much is expected from TASCC in this frontier area. Among the subjects of
particular interest are:

Exotic processes - The well-known parabolic mass curve (for fixed A)
illustrates the dramatic increase in 3-decay energy with increasing distance
from stability. This can yield a new view of weak interaction processes as
well as leading to the common occurrence of ß-delayed nucléon emission, a
phenomenon that for the most part is unknown near stability. Beta-delayed
radioactivity has over the past few years expanded from the simple proton,
neutron or alpha emission to decays involving two protons, two neutrons, three
neutrons and even tritons. Study of these decays has led, or soon will lead,
to a plethora of new information from nuclear masses and levels to excited-
state lifetimes (in the range of 10" s.) to nucleon-nucleon interactions.
Even more exotic are the radioactivities just now being probed right at the
drip line. Ground-state proton radioactivity, only discovered 3 years ago (at
the GSI heavy-ion accelerator), is already known in four nuclides and the list
will increase rapidly.
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Nuclear physics under exotic conditions - Although exotic processes are
frequently more glamorous, much of the value in studying nuclei far from
stability is to probe our understanding of nuclear forces and models, which
were after all derived from the study of near-stable nuclei. Any meaningful
test must be under different conditions...and the more extreme, the better.
Ideally we should vary neutron and proton numbers independently by studying
long chains of isotopes or isotones. In nuclear spectroscopy, both the 8f
spectrometer and the isotope separator will be valuable in this respect. In
the study of nuclear masses, the mass spectrometer planned for use with the
separator will be a facility unique in the world. The capability will also
exist for anyone wishing to accept separated beams into his own specialized
equipment for applications such as laser spectroscopic measurements of nuclear
radii, etc.

Nucleus as laboratory - In the most important way, the availability of
exotic nuclei also enhances the role of the nucleus as a microscopic
laboratory. With increasing numbers of nuclei available we become more
versatile in the choice of specific quantum numbers, transition type or energy
release when we seek to isolate a particular principle. This is one area in
which nuclear physics has contributed, and can continue to contribute, to
fundamental knowledge. For example, at Chalk River the study of 0+ + 0+

superallowed 3-decay among a wide range of unstable nuclei has led to a more
precise determination of the quark mixing elements in the Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix; and the use of 3-delayed a emission to measure 3-v angular correlations
in the decay of " Na has allowed for the first time a determination of the
vector coupling constant in a 2 + •* 2+ decay.

Astrophysical problems - The study of exotic nuclei has immediate overlap
with astrophysics. There is little doubt that many terrestrially exotic nuclei
are astrophysically commonplace. Consequently, whether in the study of
nucleosynthesis or the evolution of stars, an accurate knowledge of the
"exotic" nuclei involved would be a welcome replacement for the more usual
educated guesses.

IV FIVE YEARS AND BEYOND

It should be evident from the preceding discussion that the prospects for
exciting physics from TASCC extend well beyond the next five years. The
completion of the laboratory and of one of its major components, the 8n
spectrometer, will occupy at least half of the next five years - in parallel,
of course, with first experiments - so we should be short sighted indeed if we
were not convinced that its usefulness will extend to the end of the century.
We believe that the versatility of the accelerator and its associated equipment
will ensure our preparedness in meeting whatever challenges the physics will
throw at us. That the rewards will be worth the effort can never be
guaranteed, but even the brief description of the physics given here must
illustrate that the prospects are great.
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Over the facility's lifetime we hope and anticipate that it will be used,
as the tandem was before it, by a large number of Canadian and international
scientists. The joint support of the 8TT spectrometer by university and CRNL
researchers is a strong beginning, and the collaboration with the University of
Manitoba on the installation of a mass spectrometer suggests that the trend
will continue, making TASCC, like TRIUMF, a major user facility. However, such
developments must inevitably be evolutionary, reflecting the interests of the
scientific community. For now, we are excited by the physics potential of
TASCC and are confident that the worldwide interest in heavy-ion nuclear
physics will lead to an expanding national and international involvement in the
experimental programs undertaken there.
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